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Crystal plasticity modeling has become an essential tool to assess micromechanical performance of 

polycrystalline and multi-phase materials. On top of considering average dislocation-based modeling, 

the method has been used for a broad range of applications, such as surface roughening, grain 

boundary mechanics, martensitic transformations [1].

Finite-element (FE)-based homogenization of polycrystals, however, is computationally expensive, 

which hampers usage of full field modeling for predicting mechanical behaviour of statistically 

representative volume elements. Recently, spectral methods based on fast Fourier transforms (FFT) 

have been proposed as an efficient pathway to achieve computational speedups to compute large 

scale 3D polycrystalline volumes [2]. Despite the improved performance compared with FE, existing 

formulations use a fixed-point iteration scheme that uses a fictitious reference elastic medium to 

update polarization (inelastic) fields, which involves multiple (fast) iterations which become expensive 

as the constitutive law become more non-linear, as in the case of crystal plasticity modeling.

Here, we rather adopt a new spectral method [3] which combines FFT with the Galerkin method at 

finite strain, to formulate an efficient Fourier-Galerkin crystal plasticity computational framework. In 

this approach, there is no need to introduce a fictitious reference medium and iterations are 

performed through a more efficient Newton Raphson scheme. We demonstrate here the performance

of this new crystal plasticity solver testing it on large, multi-phase representative volume elements. 

The new method has been implemented in the open-source code µSpectre [4] that will be at the 

disposal of the scientific community for efficient computation of statistically meaningful volume 

elements.
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